
9. SCIENCE IPT 
 
9.1 Commissioning and Science Verification  
Software testing was again a major focus as we tried to catch up on the testing and problem 
solving of the new features that have been provided in the recently released versions.  We 
also worked closely with Computing on the efforts to improve observing efficiency.  In 
particular a new version of the science observing script was being tested which is designed 
to work with the improved version of the correlator control and the “sequencing” of the scans.  
(The latter means that a whole sequence of observations is set up in advance.)  We also 
demonstrated that it is now possible to run with as many as 4 separate “arrays” 
simultaneously: in this case there were two interferometric arrays, one using each correlator, 
and two single dish “arrays”, all making independent observations. 

In the second half of June we had a further campaign on solar observing.  We made some 
more single-dish raster maps of active regions, which we had done before, but the main 
emphasis on was on obtaining aperture synthesis maps of active regions.  The first two 
images below show the single-dish images of an active region in Bands 6 and 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The image on the left shows the band 6 data overlaid on a UV image and the one on the 
right shows our first attempt at an aperture synthesis image of the same region. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Clearly we have a long way to go here and these results in no way demonstrate what ALMA 
will eventually be capable of in this field.  The positions of the features are not yet matching 
up accurately in either case.  (Remember that we are dealing with both the motion of the 
Sun relative to celestial coordinates and the rotation of the surface).  In the case of the 
synthesis image we do not yet have a complete solution to problems of the compression in 
the front end and of calibrating the effects of the solar filters and changes of attenuator 
settings which are needed when we go between a calibration source (e.g. a quasar) and the 
Sun.  We did however complete many of the necessary technical measurements including 
determinations of the delay and phase effects of the filters and there influence on pointing 
and focus.  This is very much work in progress, but we regard these preliminary results as 
encouraging. 

In more technical areas we continue to work on a very large number of issues.  An important 
problem in the focus measurement procedure was found and rectified. This had been 
introduced when the software was changed to make the focus movements of the different 
antennas occur in parallel instead of in series, in order to speed up the process.  We are 
also seeing a rather large incidence of erroneous system temperature measurements.  One 
cause of these was identified and fixed but it appears that there are others since we are still 
seeing examples.  It takes a considerable amount of effort to work-around these bad values 
in the data analysis so we are giving high priority to solving this problem.  Other areas where 
we encountered frequent problems were in the status of the scheduling blocks and in the 
source catalogue. 

We continued to make surveys to find phase calibrators and flux measurements of amplitude 
calibrators.  We are trying to get to a position where we have sufficiently frequent and 
accurate monitoring of the fluxes of secondary calibrators (generally quasars) such that, at 
least at frequencies up to Band 7, we do not need to include primary calibrators (e.g. 
Neptune or a Jovian moon) in any standard science observing blocks.  We plan to use the 
ACA to do the bulk of this monitoring work but at present there is an unresolved problem 
with the amplitude calibration of the ACA correlator which is thought to relate to the digitizer 
corrections, so we are using the 12m array at present. 

We obtained some more good-quality “astro-holography” data on the antenna surfaces and, 
taking this together with the data obtained in May, we were able to make a first cut at 
separating thermal effects from other influences.  Not unexpectedly we see considerable 
differences in the behaviour of the different antenna designs. 

As usual members of the CSV team and Science IPT staff from the executives continued to 
be involved in testing antennas, acceptance meetings and readiness reviews. 
 
9.2 ASAC  
There was a telecon on June 13th at which progress on Cycle 0 observing and CSV were 
reported, together with the outcome of the Cycle call for Letters of Intent.  Development 
topics, specifically Band 5 and VLBI, were also discussed. 
 
9.3 Staffing  
The very heartening news that Stuartt Corder would be returning to Chile as CSV Project 
Scientist arrived just at before the end of the month.  We also heard of the welcome 
appointment of Daisuke Iono as interim EA ALMA Project Scientist. He replaces Masao 
Saito, who has of course joined the JAO.  Saito-san has of course contributed to ALMA in 
many ways and his contributions as EA Project Scientist have been very much appreciated.  
We again benefitted greatly from the presence of Masumi Shimogo during the solar 
observing campaign and this time we were joined by Roman Brasja, a solar astronomer from 
Prague.  Ciriaco Goddi, from the EU ARC worked with us on a range of topics including the 
observations of water masers. 


